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PORSAJ Trade Advisor
A Solution for Intelligent Trading

Abstract
PORSAJ is a project launched to offer a solution for intelligent trading. PORSAJ TA (Trade Advisor)
is an expert advisor running on Metatrader 4 and assists traders via technical analysis, economic
calendar and offering open orders of top traders as leaderboard to others. Also, PRS is behind the
PORSAJ TA as a crypto token and lets the traders and also investors who do not trade directly, to
support the software and receive profit from this progressing project via the growing PRS token.

Introduction
The foreign exchange market (dubbed forex or FX) is the process of changing one currency into
another for a variety of reasons, usually for tourism, commerce, or trading. According to a 2019
triennial report published by a global bank for national central banks, the daily trading volume for
forex exceeded $6.6 trillion in April 2019. Number of traders and volume of daily trading is growing
dramatically by increasing Internet users and also appearance of new crypto currencies and crypto
tokens everyday.
Most of the traders learn trading by their own and try to make their own strategies. However,
considering technical and fundamental analysis is a vital key for trading, where it is difficult to be
used for amateure traders and even for professional traders.
PORSAJ TA is an expert advisor running on Metatrader 4 and assists traders via technical analysis,
economic calendar and suggest open orders of top-ranked traders to others. Also, PRS is behind
the PORSAJ TA as a crypto token and let investors even those who do not trade directly to support
the software and receive profit from this evolving project.

Disclaimer
The Information and advices of PORSAJ TA are provided in a process described in this paper on
an “As-Is” basis, it does not provide legal advice to the traders and it is on traders to use information
and advices provided by PORSAJ TA. Trading in Forex consists of several risk and dangers along
its brilliant profits. So, all traders using PORSAJ TA and also PRS holders and traders acknowledge
and accept there is not any guarantee for and analysis and all information provided by PORSAJ TA
will be used only as a guideline and the traders make decision for their activity on Forex by their
own risk.
We guarantee that we accept PRS as a crypto token behind the project in PORSAJ TA forever.
However, like other crypto currencies and crypto tokens, PRS value changes according to the
market demand and supply. Basically, PRS token is the basis of the PORSAJ TA project and it is
obvious that PRS value changes as the result of fluctuations in PORSAJ project. So, all investors
on PRS token acknowledge and accept that they invest on PRS token by their own risk and that
they won’t share their loss and profit with others.
All traders using PORSAJ TA and also PRS holders and traders acknowledge and accept that all
activities are monitored and we are allowed to use log of trader activities in any purpose.
All traders using PORSAJ TA and also PRS holders and traders must act based on local rules of
their country and we do not accept any legal responsibility for activity of the traders.
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Problem
Successful traders use both technical and fundamental analysis to identify potentially profitable
investments. Technical analysis based on price action and standard indicators is vital for a
profitable strategy, while fundamental analysis using news and economic calendar can affects trend
of the market. Most of the traders are not able to concentrate on both technical analysis and
influential news and events simultaneously and its clear that when a trader ignore some
information, the trades are likely to fail more.
Furthermore, behaviour and action of successful traders have always been attractive for amatour
traders for copy trading. There are some common copy trading systems provided by the brokers.
However, successful traders normally own huge amount of money, and other traders usually copy
their action automatically by opening new orders proportinate to the size of their, leading to most
of them to be kicked out from the market by loosing their margin. In usual copy trading systems,
everything is hidden and affiliates turn on the copy trading robot without any control on their trades.
PORSAJ TA, more than technical analysis and fundamental news and events, offers leaderboard as
a trade advisor system. In leaderboard, open orders of top-ranked traders are available for the other
traders and they can see the the orders in details, i.e. lot size, stoploss and takeprofit. By
considering open orders of top traders, any trader can make decision for openning a position by
personal analysis and other provided information.

PORSAJ TA
PORSAJ Trade Advisor is a solution which aims to help traders by providing technical advices and
fundamental information. Services of PORSAJ TA abbreviately includes money management
advices, technical analysis based on price action and standard indicators, economic calendar and
leaderboard of top-ranked traders.

Figure 1. PORSAJ TA schema
Figure 1 shows a schema for PORSAJ TA. There exists a blue box containing one tab for basic
information of the trader and also expert advisor settings, second tab for technical analysis and
money management, and finally the third tab for fundamental events and leaderboard. Furthermore,
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on top-right of the diagram there exist some information about trend of an asset in all 9 timeframes
(M1, M5, M15, M30, H1, H4, D1, W1, MN1).

Money Management
Money management is vital for all traders preventing call margin. Most of traders especially
amateur ones open positions with large lot size and obviously are kicked out of the market by
small fluctuations in prices. PORSAJ TA, calculates usual fluctuation of each asset and offers
a base lot size and also maximum size for total orders of any trader by considering the
maximum risk set by the trader. Figure 2 shows how the trader can see the size limitation of
orders (BaseLot and MaxLot in Figure 2).

Figure 2. Money management

Technical Analysis
By using PORSAJ TA, there exists a matrix of rectangles on top-right part of the diagram in
order to present current trend and also as a prediction of changing trend (Figure 3). Each
column belongs to a timeframe. The rightmost column is for M1 and consequently the leftmost
column is for MN1 timeframe. First row shows upward and downward trends in all timeframes
by green and red colors, respectively. The second and third row show the price state
compared to the Ichimoku cloud and moving average, respectively. Green rectangle means
price line is above the Ichimoku or moving average while red color shows price line is under
them.
The second three rows present the prediction of trend change based on Ichimoku signals,
MACD and RSI convergence and divergence. Again, green, red and white colors show uptrend, down -trend and sideway, respectively.
Finally, the last row sums up all aforementioned rows and summarize the trend analysis in the
previous six rows above. By using these rectangles, traders can figure out trend of any asset
in short, middle and long time period. In all rows, the darker colors mean stronger signals
while lighter colors show weaker signals.
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Trend Channel
Ichimoku Signals

Ichimoku Cloud

MACD Conv/Div.

Moving Average

RSI Conv/Div.
Figure 3. Trend in all timeframes
The main part of technical analysis appears in the second tab of the blue box. By clicking on
sell or buy analysis, PORSAJ TA, analyses market by applying technical rules leading to 5
stoploss values and also 5 methods for trailing stops to save profit of a trade. All stoploss
values and methods offered for trailing stop are based on moving average, conversion line,
base line, leading span A, and leading span B.
Furthermore, as you can see in Figure 1, buy and sell signals which are based on technical
analysis appears on the diagram by directional arrows. In this case, trader clicks on the arrow
and technical analysis tab suggests stoploss values and trailing stop method to be chosen
by the trader.

Figure 4. Technical analysis

Leaderboard
Leaderboard is located in fundamental tab of the blue box (Figure 5). In this part, trader can see
open trades of top-ranked traders on current or other assets. It helps the other traders to see
what opinion of top-ranked traders is. By growing number of traders using PORSAJ TA, this
part will become very useful and valuable over time. The number of stars shows the reputation
of the top traders based on the rate of their success in the previous month.
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Figure 5. Leaderboard

Economic Calendar
Economic calendar and economic events are also very vital to be notified by traders. The
economic events are shown in fundamental tab (Figure 6). In this section, the impact of any
event on different currencies are shown by number of stars. If the numbers are displayed in
green or red, it means the current price diagram is predicted to decline or grow up,
respectively.

Figure 6. Economic calendar
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PRS Token
PRS token is issued on TomoChain network. It is the crypto token behind the PORSAJ project and
its value is connected directly to the value of the project and consequently the PRS value grows up
or declines based on the progress and failure of the project plan.
PRS is issued by 712B tokens and is destributed based on following pie chart (Figure 7):

TOKENOMICS
Investors 10%
Team 10%
Public 49%

Rewards 20%

Private sale 1%

Reserved 10%

Figure 7. PRS tokens
In the first step, 1% of PRS tokens are issued for private sale with an initial price. Public tokens
include 49% of tokens which sums with initial private sale tokens accounts for up to 50% of total
tokens. The team keeps 10% of tokens for itself and 10% of tokens is reserved for controlling the
token price while demand and supply is out of regularity. Investors can support the project by
receiving 10% of total tokens. The remaining 20% of tokens is issued for referral and also trade
rewards.

Pricing
PORSAJ TA is offered to the traders in monthly time periods with precise price in
USDT. However, customers pay the fees in PRS to support the token and also the
project. Here you can find price list in Table 1:
Table 1. PORSAJ TA price list
Time Period
1 Month
2 Months
3 Months
6 Months
1 Year

Price (USDT)
40
70
100
180
300
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Referral System
Referral system encourages existing customers to recommend the product to their
friends, family and colleagues. It seeks to give referral rewards in two levels. By any
payment of first level affiliates, the referral will be awarded by 10% of the whole
payment while for second level affiliates the rate changes to 5% of whole payment.
The referral rewards are paid by PRS, where we calculate it in USDT.
Furthermore, by registering any affiliate, the referral gets rewarded by PRS token
equal to 0.1 USDT.

Rewards
More than referral rewards, traders will receive rewards for any profited and even non-profited
trades. The trade rewards are calculated dynamicly based on pips of profit or loss of any trade and
using a random function for interferring the trader chance! PORSAJ also uses a referral
system with interesting value of rewards, in order to speed up growth of the market.

Team and Advisors
PORSAJ is produced by a team of more than 20 people with different backgrounds consisting of
traders, reserchers, artificial intelligence experts, programmers, web developers and user interface
designers. Our team members come from around the world.

Conclusion
PORSAJ is a progressive project which aims to help traders by providing technical and fundamental
tips and useful information. Using PORSAJ TA and also investment on PRS token provide unique
opportunity for anyone who wishes a world with high rate of profit. Despite of most crypro projects,
PORSAJ do not try to increase price of its token dramaticly just based on advertisment. PORSAJ
tries to develope the project with more efficient tools and well-organized features. We target
increasing value of PRS token by increasing real value of the product. So, we do not predict sharp
growth for PRS value, but we try to increase its value by a reasonable and interesting rate for
investors and traders.

PORSAJ Trade Advisor
Email: admin@porsaj.com
Web: www.porsaj.com
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Roadmap
The roadmap shows how we develop the PORSAJ TA and consequently increase number of
customers through time. We plan to reach 500,000 customers in 2024 by an effective Expert Advisor.

2022.01.01

PORSAJ TA Release

•100 Traders

2022.03.01

Reward for Top-ranked Traders

•500 Traders

2022.09.01

Trade Signals for Scalping

•1000 Traders

2023.01.01

Particular Advices for Each Trader

•10,000 Traders

2023.04.01

Economic News and Analysis

•20,000 Traders

2023.06.01

Events and News of Top 10 Crypto currencies

•50,000 Traders

2023.09.01

Competition and Leagues for Traders

•100,000 Traders

2024.01.01

Monthly Payment for Top-ranked Traders

•200,000 Traders

2024.06.01
•500,000 Traders

Social Network for Traders

